Experiments and Their Requirements
• Various groups would like to do experiments made possible by intense 8-GeV proton beams:
with neutral and charged kaons) -Muon test beams
Neutrino factories based on muon storage rings -Neutrino factories based on muon storage rings -Muon colliders -Accelerator physics research and development -Accelerator physics research and development • We've been communicating with them to understand their needs.
-Most want to start ASAP. Most want to start ASAP. -Many want a phased approach to high beam power. -Experiments can start with Booster beam, then transition to beam from Project X without relocating. -Beam time can be shared flexibly.
-Existing infrastructure is intensely used.
-Only one new tunnel for starters, a short one at that y , -Only one new high-power target station/exp't hall -All (or most?) 1 st -round experiments located in one area • It can be implemented rapidly.
-The new tunnel could be built soon as an AIP project. • It provides a path back to the energy frontier • It provides a path back to the energy frontier.
-Target station is located in line with a long-term plan The cheapest route between two rings is via existing beam lines. 
